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ABSTRACT 

This study is intended to investigate the effect of various degree and position (pre-bifurcation and post-bifurcation) of stenosis on 
carotid artery hemodynamics trough realistic CFD numerical simulations with appropriate turbulence model. The blood rheological 
properties were assumed as incompressible and Newtonian fluid. A 3 dimensional model of a non-stenotic carotid artery model was 
used this investigation. Several turbulence model were tested. The non-stenotic artery geometry was altered as 30% and 70% pre-
bifurcation stenosis model, 30% and 70% post-bifurcation stenosis model. Pulsatile simulations were conducted for the non-stenotic 
and each stenotic artery models. The SST k-ω with Low-Reynolds number was found to be more appropriate for the simulation. As 
the degree of pre-bifurcation stenosis increases from 30% to 70%, the ICA maximum velocity increases from 12% to 65%. Also, the 
ECA maximum velocity increases from 5% to 45%. Besides, the ICA velocity ratio decreases by 22% but the ECA velocity ratio increases 
by 101%.  As the degree of post-bifurcation stenosis increases, the ICA maximum velocity takes a longer time to decrease after the 
peak systole velocity and the ECA maximum velocity becomes higher than a non-stenotic artery throughout the cardiac cycle. A mild 
stenosis at post-bifurcation does not show much effect on the carotid artery hemodynamics. However, even a mild stenosis at pre-
bifurcation resulted in fluctuating maximum velocity at both ICA and ECA, especially during the diastole of the cardiac cycle.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Atherosclerosis has been one of the leading causes of death worldwide, accounting for 

millions of deaths every year. Particularly, the narrowing or obstruction of arteries due to build 
up plaque is the major cause of the diseases. Carotid artery bifurcation which forks the blood 
flow into two, Internal Carotid Artery (ICA) and External Carotid Artery (ECA) are seriously 
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affected by atherosclerosis due to its geometry that allows plaque to deposit easily compared to 
a straight blood flow [1]. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) numerical simulation is a valid 
approach to solve and analyze problems that involve blood flow, since it can replicate results in 
agreement with those obtained in in-vivo studies [24]. Carrying out such simulations require 
accurate anatomic models, imposition of realistic boundary conditions, utilization of an 
appropriate viscosity model, and inclusion of the wall elasticity [9].  

 
2. Literature Review 

 
In many previous studies, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation in three 

dimensional models derived from anatomic medical images has been employed to investigate 
the blood flow in the carotid artery [9]. Due to the complex nature of the diseased carotid 
bifurcation and its effect on the blood flow patterns, studies utilizing patient-specific geometries 
are important [16]. Recently, Saxena et. al. [21] used Active Dynamic Thermography (ADT) 
method to detect the presence of stenosis in the carotid artery. Remarkably, Lopes et. al. [19] 
presented an extensive systematic literature review of carotid artery numerical simulation with 
patient-specific geometries.  

Based on our literature survey, the carotid artery CFD numerical simulations can be 
classified into three major categories. Firstly, the consideration of flow model is either laminar or 
defined by a turbulence model. Secondly, the viscosity model consideration is either Newtonian, 
Non-Newtonian or both for comparison. Thirdly, the geometry of carotid artery is either non-
stenotic, stenotic or both for comparison. These three classification of previous studies 
conducted in the span of 6 years from year 2004 to 2020 are summarized in Table 1.  

The consideration of blood as a non-Newtonian fluid is recommended by several studies 
due to significant different results of hemodynamic parameters between the Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian. According to Bouteloup et. al. [3], the non-Newtonian models should follow 
appropriate limits otherwise the non-Newtonian effects may be overestimated.  

From the summary in Table 1, most of the previous studies considered laminar flow model 
and only one study used the K-ε turbulence model. This is due the assumption that blood flow is 
laminar based on calculated Renolds number is lower than 2000. However, there is high 
possibilities that flow may change to a transitional or even turbulent in the case of severely 
stenosed geometries [19]. Besides that, the previous CFD studies that compared hemodynamics 
of non-stenosed with stenosed artery assumed that the flow is laminar. Therefore, CFD numerical 
simulation that compare non-stenosed and stenosed carotid artery with appropriate turbulence 
model remains as a research gap in this field of study.  

Thus, this study is intended to investigate the effect of various degree and position (pre-
bifurcation and post-bifurcation) of stenosis on carotid artery hemodynamics through realistic 
CFD numerical simulations with appropriate turbulence model. 
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Table 1 

Carotid Artery CFD Numerical Simulations 

Authors Flow Model Viscosity Model Stenosis 

Bouteloup et. al. [3] K-ε Newtonian Stenotic 

Nagargoje et. al. [20] Laminar Newtonian Non-stenotic 

Lopes et. al. [18] Laminar Newtonian Non-stenotic 

Sia et. al. [22] Laminar Newtonian Stenotic 

Lee et. al. [15] Laminar Both Non-stenotic 

Azar et. al. [2] Laminar Non-Newtonian Stenotic 

Yao et. al. [26] Laminar Newtonian Non-stenotic 

Kumar et. al. [14] Laminar Both Stenotic 

Li et. al. [16] Laminar Newtonian Both 

Guerciotti and Vergara et. al. [11] Laminar Both Stenotic 

Domanin et. al. [6] Laminar Newtonian Non-stenotic 

Urevc et. al. [25] Laminar Both Non-stenotic 

Bit et. al. [4] Laminar Both Both 

Conti et. al. [5] Laminar Newtonian Both 

Gallo et. al. [8] Laminar Newtonian Non-stenotic 

Sousa et. al. [23] Laminar Newtonian Both 

Gharahi et. al. [9] Laminar Both Both 

Guerciotti et. al. [10] Laminar Newtonian Both 

Harrison et. al. [12] Laminar Newtonian Non-stenotic 

Fu et. al. [7] Laminar Newtonian Stenotic 

 

  

3. Methodology 
 
The blood rheological properties were assumed as incompressible and Newtonian fluid, 

which is valid under large scale flow [3]. The CFD numerical simulations were conducted based 
on a general-purpose, finite volume, Navier-Stokes solver, ANSYS Fluent (17.0) software. A 3 
dimensional model of a non-stenotic carotid artery model from previous study as shown in Figure 
1(a), which was created through patient specific Computed Tomography (CT) scanning of luminal 
casting was used this investigation. 

The surfaces of the boundaries are shown in the same figure, where the inlet is blood 
entering through the distal boundary of Common Carotid Artery (CCA), outlets are at the ICA and 
ECA. For transient simulations, the inlet and outlet boundary conditions are formulated by 
extracting few significant sample data from boundary condition used by Lopes et. al. [18] as 
shown in Figure 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows the extracted volume flowrate for 1 cardiac cycle used to 
formulate the velocity inlet boundary condition simply by dividing the volume flowrate by Inlet 
area (3.0868𝑒−5 𝑚2) of the artery model, where the peak systole velocity is 0.583 m/s at, t = 
0.2s.  Figure 1(d) shows the boundary condition of pressure outlets at both ICA and ECA for 1 
cardiac cycle, where the maximum pressure occurs at, t = 0.45s.
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Fig. 1. Boundary Conditions, (a) Boundaries, (b) Lopes et. al. [18], (c) Inlet and (d) Outlet 

 

 

 

For the steady state simulations, a constant inlet velocity of 0.583 m/s, and with an outflow 
and a reference pressure of 9332.54 Pa was imposed. The flow rate weighting for ICA and ECA outlets 
were set to be 0.6959 and 0.3044, respectively based the results of mass flow separation from CFD 
simulation conducted by Lopes et. al. [18]. For both transient and steady simulation, the wall 
boundary condition was assumed to be rigid with no-slip condition, the density and viscosity of blood 
are 1060 kg/𝑚3 [18] and 0.004 Pa.s [3], respectively. The meshing was done in ANSYS Meshing with 
10 number of boundary layers with maximum thickness of 0.5 mm was imposed near to the wall as 
shown in Figure 2 (a) and 2 (b). Figure 2 (c) shows a mesh convergence of 0.06% is achieved through 
grid independent test conducted with several sets of mesh by evaluating ICA maximum velocity for 
each mesh. The final mesh has a total of 703812 elements.  

Considering maximum velocity of 0.583 m/s, the Reynolds number calculated from Equation 
1 [18] is 968, which may be reasonable to assume that the flow is laminar.  
 

𝑅𝑒 =   𝜌𝑉𝐷/𝜇              (1) 
 

However, in this study, several turbulence models have been tested. Along with Laminar flow 
model, steady state simulations were conducted with two equations Standard k-ε, Standard k-ω, SST 
k-ω with Low-Reynolds number correction and seven equation Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) for the 
non-stenotic artery model. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Meshed Model, (b) Boundary Layer (Inlet) and (c) Grid Independent Test 

 

 

In order to evaluate the effect of various degree (30% and 70%) and position of stenosis in 
carotid artery, the non-stenotic artery geometry was altered in ANSYS Designmodeller. The pre-
bifurcation stenosis was modelled with an assumption that the stenosis shape is approximately semi-
circle with gradually decreasing followed by increasing cross-section area in the direction from inlet 
to the bifurcation in all 3-dimensions. Figure 3 (a) shows the cross section of CCA at the plane where 
the pre-bifurcation stenosis is modelled. The term 30% and 70% for pre-bifurcation stenosis is 
defined by the ratio of stenosis radius blocking the blood flow to the cross section radius of the 
healthy model as shown in Figure 3 (a). Figure 3 (b) and (c) shows the side view and cross section of 
stenosis center for 30% and 70% pre-bifurcation stenosis, respectively. 

The post-bifurcation stenosis was modelled with an assumption that the stenosis is spherical 
because the semi-circle shaped stenosis is not appropriate for stenosis at ICA because the carotid 
sinus (bulb) has more tendency of plaque formation unlike pre-bifurcation stenosis which usually 
form around the circumference of CCA. Figure 3 (d) shows an instance, if there is a stenosis of 100% 
blocking the flow in ICA, the diameter of the spherical shape stenosis would be 6.93mm. Therefore, 
a spherical shaped stenosis with diameter of 4.851mm and 2.079mm was created, hence blocking 
the flow by 70% and 30% as shown in Figure 3 (e) and (f), respectively. Several studies such as Lopes 
et. al. and Li et. al. (2019) has shown that the carotid sinus has high tendency for stenosis formation 
due to low Wall Shear Stress (WSS). Thus, the post-bifurcation stenosis is modelled only at the bulb 
(carotid sinus) and the consideration of stenosis at ECA is neglected. 

Figure 4(a) shows the non-stenotic artery. Figure 4(b) and 4(c) are the arteries with 30% and 
70% pre-bifurcation stenosis, respectively. Figure 4(d) and 4(e) are the arteries with 30% and 70% 
post-bifurcation stenosis, respectively. These models of the arteries, Non-stenotic, PreST-30%, PreST-
70%, PostST-30%, PostST-70% are denoted as M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5, respectively as 
nomenclature.  
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Fig. 3. (a) CCA Cross-section, (b) PreST-30%, (c) PreST-70%, (d) PostST-100%, (e) PostST-70% and (f) PostST-

30% 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. (a) Non-stenotic (b) PreST-30% (c) PreST-70% (d) PostST-30% (e) PostST-70% 
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Transient simulations were conducted for each artery models (M1 to M5). The SST k-ω 
turbulence model with Low-Reynolds number correction was used for the reason that this model 
found to be more appropriate compared to other flow models. The transient simulations were 
performed for 3 cardiac cycles with step size of 0.01s for a total flow time of 3s. The results of the 
third cardiac cycle were exported, analyzed and presented here.  

 
4. Results 

 
Figure 5 (a) to (e) shows the results of velocity streamline for Laminar, Standard k-ε, Standard 

k-ω, SST k-ω with Low-Reynolds number and Reynolds Stress model, respectively.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Velocity Streamline of non-Stenotic Artery by different Turbulence Models,  
(a) Laminar (b) K-ε (c) K-ω (d) SST K-ω and (e) RSM  

 

As the blood flow condition is laminar based on the calculated Reynolds number and the 
usage of turbulence model is only to predict the turbulent flow stream. From the result, the Reynolds 
Stress model failed to compute the velocity streamline as shown in Figure 4 (e) and the Standard k-ε 
model over predicts the flow velocity as shown in Figure 4 (d). This shows the limitation of k-ε 
turbulence model at determining near the wall-quantities, flows with Low-Reynolds values and that 
exhibit strong curvatures as reported by several studies [13,17,27].  

The standard k-ω and SST k-ω predicted velocity magnitude at a reasonable range, where flow 
streamline was predicted with the magnitude remain similar to Laminar model as shown in Figure 5 
(c) and 5 (d), respectively. This shows the accuracy of K-ω model in predicting flow quantities at Low-
Reynolds numbers. Although the Standard and SST k-ω are both reasonable, however the velocity 
predicted by SST k-ω with low-Re is closer to laminar than the Standard k-ω model. Therefore, the 
SST k-ω with Low-Reynolds number correction was used for the transient simulations to investigate 
the effect of stenosis condition.  

Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows the results of Maximum Velocity at ICA and ECA, respectively for 1 
cardiac cycle for M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5.  
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Fig. 6. Maximum Velocity at (a) ICA and (b) ECA 

 

Considering time averaged difference of maximum velocity in comparison to healthy case, as 
the degree of pre-bifurcation stenosis increases from 30% to 70%, the ICA maximum velocity 
increased from 12% to 65%. Also, the ECA maximum velocity increased from 5% to 45%, respectively. 
As the degree of post-bifurcation stenosis increases to 30%, the ECA maximum velocity decreased by 
0.16%, however in the 70% stenosis case, the ECA maximum velocity increased by 19%. In addition, 
in the 70% post-bifurcation stenosis case, the ICA maximum velocity does not reduce immediately 
after the peak systole velocity (at time = 0.2s), instead it fluctuates and then decrease rapidly. This 
can be seen in Figure 7 which shows the ICA velocity contour for 1 cardiac cycle for M1 and M5 
indicating maximum velocity at each time.  
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Fig. 7. ICA Velocity for M1 and M5 indicating maximum velocity (m/s) at each time 

 

After the peak systole velocity at 0.2s, the ICA maximum velocity of M5 reduces to 0.998 m/s 
at 0.24s but increased again to 1.027 m/s at 0.26s. Also, the loss of flow velocity at the blocked section 
can be seen throughout the cardiac cycle, especially from 0.24s to 0.3s.    

The ratio of ICA and ECA velocity to inlet velocity at the peak velocity (0.2s) was computed 
here,  as calculated by Bouteloup et. al. [3]. Figure 8 (a), (b), (c) and (d) shows the results of Velocity 
Ratio at 0.2s (peak) measured along ICA Horizontal Line, ECA Horizontal Line, ICA Vertical Line and 
ECA Vertical Line, respectively, for M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5. Where, the non-dimensional distance 
(r/Ro) is the ratio of distance where measurement was taken from the center of ICA and ECA to the 
radius of ICA and ECA, respectively.  

Considering maximum difference of velocity ratio in comparison to healthy case, as the 
degree of pre-bifurcation stenosis increases to 70%, the ICA velocity ratio decreases by 22% and 21% 
along the ICA horizontal and vertical line, respectively. Yet, the ECA velocity ratio increases by 101% 
at non-dimensional distance (r/Ro) = -0.98 along the ECA horizontal line and 65% along the vertical 
line. As the degree of post-bifurcation stenosis increases to 70%, the ICA velocity ratio along the 
horizontal line decreases by 16% at the outer wall of ICA. Also, along the vertical line, it decreases by 
34% at the upper wall of ICA. As the degree of post-bifurcation stenosis increases, the ECA velocity 
ratio increases by 28%.  
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Fig. 8. Velocity Ratio at 0.2s measured at (a) ICA Horizontal, (b) ECA Horizontal, (c) ICA Vertical and (d) ECA 

Vertical  

 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

As the study intended to investigate the effect of various degree and position of stenosis on 
carotid artery hemodynamics, from the results obtained from the CFD numerical simulations, several 
conclusions can be derived as follow: 
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1. As the degree of pre-bifurcation stenosis increases from 30% to 70%, the ICA maximum 
velocity increases from 12% to 65%. Also, the ECA maximum velocity increases from 5% to 
45%.  
 

2. As the degree of post-bifurcation stenosis increases to 30%, the ECA maximum velocity 
decreased slightly by 0.16%, however in the 70% stenosis case, the ECA maximum velocity 
increased by 19%.  
 

3. As the degree of pre-bifurcation stenosis increases to 70%, the ICA velocity ratio decreases 
by 22% and 21% along the ICA horizontal and vertical line, respectively. Yet, the ECA velocity 
ratio increases by 101% along the ECA horizontal line and 65% along the vertical line.  
 

4. As the degree of post-bifurcation stenosis increases to 70%, the ICA velocity ratio along the 
horizontal line decreases by 16% at the outer wall of ICA. Also, along the vertical line, it 
decreases by 34% at the upper wall of ICA. However, the ECA velocity ratio increased by 
28%.  
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